City of Gaston
MONTHLY POLICE REPORT
November 14th to December 11th, 2013

TOTAL INCIDENTS: 37
PUBLIC DEMAND: 10
ARRESTS: 4
TRAFFIC STOPS: 17
CITATIONS: 9
REPORTS: 9

CRIMES & Other Events

CHURCH ST, HARASSMENT, IT WAS REPORTED THAT AN EX-BOYFRIEND DID A BURN OUT IN FRONT OF THE HOUSE, REPORT TAKEN

2ND ST. DOMESTIC SITUATION BETWEEN BOYFRIEND AND GIRLFRIEND, BOYFRIEND WAS ARRESTED FOR ASSAULT, ARREST, REPORT TAKEN

FRONT ST, COINS TAKEN IN WERE STILL IN DISPLAY PACKAGING AS IN A COIN COLLECTION, REPORT TAKEN, NO REPORTS OF ANY THEFTS

FRONT ST, A MALE CAME INTO CITY HALL TO REPORT A THEFT OF MOTORCYCLE, IT WAS DETERMINED THAT IT WAS IN YAMHILL CO.

2nd ST. OVERDOSE, JUVENILE TOOK PILLS, REPORT TAKEN, ARREST/POLICE OFFICER HOLD

FRONT ST. FEMALE WAS SUICIDAL, REPORT TAKEN, ARREST/POLICE OFFICER HOLD.

CHURCH ST. HAD REPORT OF THEFT OF GAS, VICTIM HAS BEEN HARD TO GET AHOLOF.

ADAMS AVE. CONTACTED SUSPECT IN ELECTRIC RAZOR SCOOTER CASE FROM AUGUST, ARREST, REPORT TAKEN